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WRITING SECTION 

DIARY ENTRY 

A diary is a personal document that records an individual’s account of an incident 
or a day in their life. A diary keeps track of an individual’s past and their dreams 
and hopes about the future. One can tell a diary all that one cannot tell anyone 
else. One can pour all of one’s feelings into it. One can make predictions about 
what will happen and see if they come true, and can see how one has changed 
over time, and read and enjoy their memories. 

When you write a diary, you must remember the following points: 

1. Mention the date and day, but stating the time is optional. 
2. You may address the dairy. This is also optional. For instance, Anne 

Frank called her diary ‘Kitty’. 
3. Use simple past, present perfect and future tense to write in your 

diary. 
4. Use the first-person narrative. 
5. Write a chronicle of events that have occurred on that day. 
6. Use spontaneous expression of emotion. 
7. Do not neglect the rules of grammar. 
8. Be careful about sentence construction, paragraphs, etc.. 
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FORMAL LETTER 

The following points need to be taken into consideration while writing a Formal 
letter- 
a. A Formal Letter strictly follows the prescribed Format for Formal Letter 
Writing. 
b. The use of colloquial words, abbreviations, and slang language should be 
restricted while Formal Letter Writing. 
c. A Formal Letter must be precise and to the point. 
d. The Subject line is very important in a Formal Letter. 

The Formal Letter Format is as follows – 
1. Sender’s address: The address and contact details of the sender are written 
here. Include email and phone number, if required or if mentioned in the 
question. 
2. Date: The date is written below the sender’s address after Leaving one space or 
line. 
3. Receiver’s address: The address of the recipient of the mail (the 
officer/principal / Editor) is written here. 
4. The subject of the letter: The main purpose of the Letter forms the subject. It 
must be written in one line. It must convey the matter for which the letter is 
written. 
5. Salutation (Sir / Respected Sir / Madam) 
6. Body: The matter of the letter is written here. It is divided into 3 paragraphs as 
follows - 
Paragraph 1: Introduce yourself and the purpose of writing the letter in brief. 
Paragraph 2: Give detail of the matter. 
Paragraph 3: Conclude by mentioning what you expect. (For example, a solution 
to your problem, to highlight an issue in the newspaper, etc). 
7. Complimentary Closing 
8. Sender’s name, signature, and designation (if any) 
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FORMAT OF FORMAL LETTER 
 
Sender’s address 

Date 

Receiver’s Address 

Subject 

Salutation 

Body of the letter 

  

Complimentary closing  

Sender’s Name, signature and designation  
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NOTICE 

A notice is a written or printed announcement. It is written in order to inform a 
large number of people about something that has happened or is about to 
happen. It could be an upcoming event, competition, Lost and Found notice or 
just a piece of information to be delivered to the targeted audience. It is generally 
written in a formal tone. Notices are factual and to-the-point. The language used 
is simple and formal. They are put up on display boards in schools. 
 
Format of Notice: 

 

Name of the institution 

The word “NOTICE” 

Date of issue 

Proper heading /title 

Relevant content 

The content should answer the questions like 

-what 

-when 

-where 

-from whom 

-Accurate expression 

 
 
 
Name and designation of the issuing authority 
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,ysDl ,e tWktZ

ikB dk lkj  

 

bl ikB esa ,ysDl ,e tktZ us ckal dh fo’ks"krkvksa dk cM+s foLrkj ls o.kZu fd;k gSA ckal  

Hkkjr ds mRRkj iwohZ jkT;ksa esa cgqrk;rk mxrk gS ogk¡ ckal dh cgqr lkjh pht+s cukbZ tkrh 

gSaA euq"; us tc dykRed pht+ksa dks cukuk 'kq: fd;k rc ls og ckal dh pht+sa cuk jgk 

gSA 'kq: dj nsrs gSa A 3 o"kZ dh vk;q okys ckal vf/kd yphys vkSj vPNs gksrs gSa Abu ckal 

dks Nhydj iryh&iryh [kifPp;k¡ cukbZa tkrh gSA bUgha [kifPp;ksa ls ckal dh fofHkUu pht+sa 

cukbZ tkrh gSA   
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Class-VI 

Study Material 

Session-2020-21(Term –II) 

Chapter- Fractions 

Fractions simply tell how many parts of a whole (number or any certain 

value). In other words, it is also termed as portion or section or division of 

any quantity. It is denoted by using ‘/’ symbol, such as a/b. For example in 

2/4, the number on top is the numerator, while the number below is the 

denominator. A fraction is a word that originated from Latin. In Latin, 

“Fractus” means “broken“. In real life, when we cut a piece of cake from the 

whole of it, say 1/4th of it, then the portion is the fraction of the cake. Now, 

a fraction could be a fraction unless the denominator is not equal to 1 or 0.  

In Maths, we will learn different types of fractions, which is explained here in 

this article. There is also a term called equivalent fractions, where two or 

more fractions are equivalent when both have common multiples both for 

numerator and denominator. For example, 1/2 is the equivalent fraction of 

2/4.  

Type of Fractions 

Based on the properties of numerator and denominator, fractions 
are sub-divided into different types. They are: 

 Proper fractions 

 Improper fractions 

 Like fractions 

 Unlike fractions 

 Mixed fractions 

Proper Fractions 

The proper fractions are those where the numerator is less than the 
denominator. For example, 8/9 will be a proper fraction since 
“numerator < denominator”.  
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Improper Fractions 

The improper fractions, as one can deduce, is the fractions where 
the numerator happens to be greater than the denominator. For 
example, 9/8 will be an improper fraction since “denominator < 
numerator”. 

Like Fractions 

Like fractions are those fractions, as the name suggests, that are 
alike or same. 

For example, take ½ and 2/4; they are alike since if you simplify it 
mathematically, you will get the same fraction.  

Unlike Fractions 

Unlike fractions, are those that are dissimilar. 

For example, ½ and 1/3 are unlike fractions. 

Mixed Fractions 

A mixed fraction is the sum of a non-zero integer and proper 
fraction. These are also called a mixed number or mixed numeral. 
For example: 
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Chapter- Decimals 

 

A decimal is defined as a number expressed in decimal notation 
and generally applied to values that have a fractional part and 
separated from the integer side by a decimal separator. 

Now let’s see an example 

Here is the number “thirty-four and seven-tenths” written as a 
decimal number: 
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The decimal point goes between Ones and Tenths.34.7 has 3 Tens, 
4 Ones and 7 Tenths 

 

Place Value in decimals 

The place value system is used to define the position of a digit in a 
number which helps to determines its value. When we write 
specific numbers, the position of each digit is important. 

Example: 

For instance, let’s consider the number 456. 

 The position of “6” is in One’s place, which means 6 ones (i.e. 
6). 

 The position of “5” is in the Ten’s place, which means 5 
tens(i.e. fifty). 

 The position of “4” is in the Hundred’s place, which means 4 
hundred. 

 As we go left, each position becomes ten times greater. 

Hence, we read it as “Four hundred fifty-six”. 
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As we move left, each position is 10 times bigger! 

Tens are 10 times bigger than Ones. 

Hundreds are 10 times bigger than Tens. 

And 

Each time we move right every position becomes 10 times smaller 

From Hundred’s to Ten’s, to Ones  But if we continue past Ones? 

 

 

 

What is 10 times smaller than Ones? 

110ths (Tenths) are! 
Before that, we should first put a decimal point, 

So we already know that where we put that decimal point. 
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We say the above example as four hundred and fifty-six and eight-
tenths but 

We usually just say four hundred and fifty-six point eight. 

Types of Decimal Numbers 

Decimal Numbers may be of different kinds, namely 

Recurring Decimal Numbers (Repeating or Non-Terminating 
Decimals) 

Example- 

3.125125 (Finite) 

3.121212121212….. (Infinite) 

Non-Recurring Decimal Numbers (Non Repeating or Terminating 
Decimals): 

Example: 

3.2376 (Finite) 

3.137654….(Infinite) 

Decimal Fraction- It represents the fraction whose denominator in 
powers of ten. 

Example: 

81.75 = 8175/100 

32.425 = 32425/1000 
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Converting the Decimal Number into Decimal Fraction: 

For the decimal point place a “1” in the denominator and remove 
the decimal point. 

“1” is followed by a number of zeros equal to the number of digits 
following the decimal point. 

For Example: 

8  1 . 7  5 

81.75 = 8175/100 

8 represents the power of 101 that is the tenths position. 

1 represents the power of 100 that is the units position. 

7 represents the power of 10-1 that is the one-tenths position. 

5 represents the power of 10-2 that is the one-hundredths position. 

So that is how each digit is represented by a particular power of ten 
in the decimal number. 

Place Value of Decimal Numbers 

The place value is obtained by multiplication of the digit in the 
decimal number with its power of ten that the digit holds at its 
position. 

Place Value Chart 

The power of ten can be found using the following Place Value 
Chart: 
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Chapter Menstruation 

Mensuration is a branch of mathematics which is a topic in 
Geometry. It is a study of various geometrical shapes, their length, 
breadth, volume, and area for 2D as well as 3D shapes. Some 
important terminologies included in this topic are covered below. 

 Perimeter – It is defined as the length of the edges of a figure. 
It is represented by the alphabet P and is measured in cm, m, 
km, miles. 

 Area – It is defined as the surface covered by a given closed 
shape. It is represented by the alphabet A and can be 
measured in the unit sq.cm,sq.m, sq.miles or sq.km 

Type Rectangle Square Triangle 

Perimeter 2 × (length + 

breadth) 

4 × length of 

one side 

For equilateral triangle: 3 × 

length of one side 

Area length x breadth side x side (hbb) / 2 

Questions On Mensuration 

1. An athlete takes 5 rounds of a park which is rectangular in 
shape. The park is 45 m long and 20 m wide. What is the total 
distance covered by the athlete? 

https://byjus.com/maths/volume-and-capacity/
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2. Shalini takes 3 rounds of a square park. Each side of the park 
is 68 m. Calculate the distance traveled by Shalini. 

3. What is the perimeter of a triangle with sides measuring 15 
cm, 18 cm, and 20 cm? 

4. Find the area of a rectangle whose length is 11 cm and 
breadth is 6 cm. 

5. A piece of cloth is 2m 25 cm wide and 3 m long. Find the area 
in a square meter. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter- Algebra 

Algebra is a branch of mathematics that can substitute letters for 
numbers to find the unknown. It can also be defined as putting real 
life variables into equations and then solving them. The word 
Algebra is derived from Arabic “al-jabr”, which means the reunion 
of broken parts. Below are some algebra problems for students to 
practice. 

Algebra problems for Class 6 

1. Write the rule (by using a variable) that gives the number of 
matchsticks required to make the following patterns – 

1. Letter |_| 
2. Letter V 
3. Letter Z 

2. There are 40 mangoes in a box. What is the total number of 
mangoes in terms of the number of boxes? (Use c for the 
number of boxes) 

3. Sita is Gita’s younger sister. Sita is 4 years younger than Gita. 
Can you write Sita’s age in terms of Gita’s age? Take Gita’s 
age to be y years. 

4. In the given figure AB is a diameter of the circle and C is its 
center. You need to express the diameter (d) of the circle in 
terms of its radius (r). 

https://byjus.com/maths/variable/
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5. Identify expressions with numbers only – 
1. 5 – 5n 
2. y + 3 
3. (7 × 20) – (5 × 10) – 45 + p 
4. (7 × 20) – 8z 
5. 3x 
6. 5 (21 – 7) + 7 × 2 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Expressions for the below-given cases? 
1. p multiplied by – 5 
2. p multiplied by 7 
3. – p divided by 5 
4. 7 subtracted from p 

7. Consider Reena’s present age to be y years 
1. What will be her age after 5 years? 
2. 3 years back what was Reena’s age? 
3. Reena’s grandfather is 6 times her age. Calculate her 

grandfather’s age. 
4. Reena’s grandmother is 2 years younger than her 

grandfather. What is Reena’s grandmother’s age? 
5. Reena’s father’s age is 5 years more than 3 times 

Reena’s age. What is her father’s age? 

8. How do you express the following? 
1. y is multiplied by 6 and the result is subtracted from 18 
2. 5 times y to which 3 is added 
3. 11 subtracted from 2m 
4. y is multiplied by – 6 and then 3 is added to the result 
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Chapter- Ratio and Proportion 

Mathematical numbers used in comparing two things which are 
similar to each other in terms of units are ratios. A ratio can be 
written in three different ways viz, x to y, x: y and x/y but read as 
the ratio of x to y. For example, 

1. The ratio of 4 to 5 is 4: 5. 
2. Ram’s weight is 40 kgs and Ali’s weight is 80 kgs. To find out 

the ratio of Ram’s weight to Ali’s weight we need to divide 
Ram’s weight to Ali’s weight. Therefore, the ratio between 
Ram’s and Ali’s weight is 40/80= 1:2 

Comparing things similar to each other is the concept of ratio. And 
when two ratios are the same, they are said to be in proportion to 
each other. It is represented by the symbol ‘::’ or ‘=’. 

Ratio And Proportion Questions 

1. Find the ratio of the length to the breadth of the field. Find the 
ratio of a rectangular field whose length is 45 m and breadth 
is 10 m. 

2. Write two equivalent ratios of 9: 6. 
3. Find the ratio for the below – 

(a) 98 to 63 (b) 55 paise to Rs 1 (c) 30 minutes to 45 minutes 

4. There are 3300 students and 102 teachers in a school. 
Calculate the ratio of the number 
of teachers to the number of students. 

5. What will be the cost of 4 cans of juice if the cost of 6 cans of 
juice is Rs 210? 

6. The weight of 72 bricks is 9 kg. What is the weight of 40 
bricks? 

7. Cost of 105 card sheets is Rs 350. How many card sheets can 
be purchased for Rs100? 

8. State true or false for the following – 

(a)21: 6 :: 35 : 10 (b) 5.2 : 3.9 :: 3 : 4 (c) 16 : 24 :: 20 : 30 (d) 0.9 : 
0.36 :: 10 : 4 

 

 

https://byjus.com/maths/concept-of-ratio/
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Chapter – Symmetry 

The symmetry of an object is defined as one half of the object is a 
mirror image of the other half. When an object is split into half, both 
the sides are exactly the same. The line which divides them is 
called the line of symmetry. One simple example is reflection 
symmetry. The object can be divided into one or more than one 
lines of symmetry. 

Below are some types of line of symmetry along with examples- 

Sl.no Type Example 

1 No line of symmetry Scalene triangle 

2 1 line of symmetry Isosceles triangle 

3 2 lines of symmetry Rectangle 

4 3 lines of symmetry Equilateral triangle 

Practical Geometry Important Questions 

1. Name four symmetrical objects from your home. 
2. In the below figure, the line of symmetry is l. Try to complete 

the diagram to make it symmetric. 

 

3. Can you draw the lines of symmetry for the given below 
figures- 

 

 

 

https://byjus.com/maths/reflection-symmetry/
https://byjus.com/maths/reflection-symmetry/
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4. What is the number of lines of symmetry in each of the 
following figures- 

 

5. Fill in the blanks- 
1. A scalene triangle has _______ lines of symmetry. 
2. The alphabet S ________ line/lines of symmetry. 

6. Answer true or false- 
1. The alphabet H does not have a vertical line of 

symmetry. 
2. The alphabet X has only one line of symmetry. 
3. The alphabet E has both vertical as well as horizontal 

lines of symmetry. 

7. How many lines of symmetry can a circle have? 
8. Explain with a diagram the number of lines of symmetry in a 

rectangle. 
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Chapter – Practical Geometry 

Practical geometry is an important branch of geometry which deals 
with the study of the size, positions, shapes as well as dimensions 
of objects. 

Geometrical Instruments 

Whether you have to draw a line segment or measure it, draw a 
circle or arcs, draw an angle, etc. it can easily be possible with the 
help of geometrical tools. Let us discuss the various geometrical 
instruments used in practical geometry. 

Name of Geometrical 

tool 

Use of Geometrical tool 

Ruler To measure lengths of the line segment and to draw 

a line segment 

Compass To draw circles, arcs, and to mark equal lengths 

Divider Comparing lengths 

Set Squares To draw parallel and perpendicular lines 

Protractor Measure as well as draw angles 

Practical Geometry Important Questions 

1. Draw ∠XYZ of measure 70° also find its line of symmetry. 
2. Draw a circle of radius 5.2 cm. 
3. Can you draw the figure of a right angle and construct its 

bisector? 
4. Draw an angle measuring 45° also bisect it. 
5. Draw an angle measuring 153° also divide it into four equal 

parts. 
6. Draw any line segment AB. Without measuring AB, construct 

a copy of AB. 

 

 

https://byjus.com/maths/geometric-tools/
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7. Draw a circle with center C and radius 4.4 cm. Draw chord AB 
and construct 
the perpendicular bisector of AB. Also. examine if it passes 
through C. 

8. Draw an angle measuring 70°. Also, make a copy of it using 
compasses and a straight edge only. 

9. Draw AB of length 6.3 cm also, find its axis of symmetry. 
10. Draw a line segment PQ. Mark any point O on 

it. Through O, draw a perpendicular to PQ. (note: use 
compasses and ruler only) 

11. Construct angles with compasses and ruler only, for the 
following: 
(a) 120° (b) 60° (c) 135° 
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CHAPTER-7 GETTING TO KNOW PLANTS

 A stem performs following below functions:

(i) In order to get maximum sunlight, stem and its branches hold the leaves.

(ii) Stem transfers water from roots to various parts of the plant.

(iii) It transports food from leaves to various parts.

(iv) It bears leaves, flowers, and fruits.

 The process by which leaves prepare their food is called photosynthesis

 The process by means of which water comes out from the leaves in form 

of vapor is called as transpiration.

 The roots in which one root is main root and other lateral roots grow on it

are called taproots.

 The roots which do not have any main root but all the roots are similar are

called fibrous root.

 Once the sepals and petals are removed from the flower then some 

filaments could be seen in the flowers, which are called stamens. These, are

the male part of the flower.

 The colored big leaf-like structures present in flower are called petals. They

are colored so as to attract insects for pollination

 In the fields the growth of unwanted plants with the main crops or in their

surroundings are called weeds. These are the plants which are not grown 

by the farmers. For example, grass.

 Unisexual flowers have either male (stamen) or female (pistil) parts. 

Bisexual flowers have both male and female whorl in the flowers, i.e., they

have both stamen and pistil..

1/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM



CHAPTER-8 

BODY MOVEMENT

 The rounded end of the one bone fits into the hollow space of other 

bone. This is calleda ball and socket joint. Ball and socket joints allow 

movements in all the directions, e.g. shoulder and hip can be moved in 
all directions.

 In the skull, only the lower jaw is movable.

 Our elbow cannot move backward because the elbow has a hinge 
joint that allows movement in only one direction.

 The collarbone and the shoulder blade form the shoulder bones. 

It connects the upper part of the chest and bones of the arm.

 Snakes have a long backbone and many thin muscles, which help in 

the movement. The snake’s body curves into many loops. Each loop of 

the snake gives it a forward push by pressing against the ground.

 A muscle can only pull, it cannot push. Thus, two muscles are required 

to work together to move a bone. When one muscle contracts, the bone 
is pulled. When another muscle of the pair pulls, it brings the bone in its 

original position.

 The places where two parts of the body are joined together are 
called joints. There are following types of joints:

(i)Ball and socket joints (ii) Pivotal joints (iii) Hinge joints 

(iv)Fixed joints (v) Gliding joints

 The bones in our body form a framework to give a shape to the body. The

framework is called skeleton.

 The muscles  work  in  pairs.  When one of  them contracts,  the  bone is

pulled in that direction, the other muscle of the pair relaxes. To move the
bone in the opposite direction, the relaxed muscle contracts to pull the
bone

towards its original position, while the first relaxes. A muscle can only pull.

It cannot push.
2/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM



 Earthworm does not have bones. It has muscles. During the movement, 

earthworm first extends front part of the body keeping the rear portion 
fixed to the ground. Then it fixes the front and releases the rear end. It 

then shortens the body and pulls the rear end forward. In this way, by 
repeating such muscular expansions and contractions earthworm moves.

 )Fixed joints: Those joints which do not allow movement are called 
fixed joints.

CHAPTER- 9

The living organisms and their surroundings

 The region or place where an organism lives is termed as its habitat.Habitat
provides  an  organism  everything  it  needs  to  survive  like  food,  shelter,
proper weather conditions such as rainfall, heat etc to breed and flourish.

 Camel:

3/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM

It has long legs which provide protection from the heat 
of sand



Excrete small quantity of urine

They do not sweat and their dung is dry

Can live without water for many days as their bodies
lose little water.

 Fish:

Their streamline shape helps to move easily in water

Presence of slippery scales

Gills help in utilizing dissolved oxygen

Flat fins and tail help in changing direction in the water

Grasslands:

 The light brown colour of the lion helps it to hide in dry grasslands and the
presence of long claws help to capture the prey.

 Deer has strong teeth to eat plant stems also its  long ears help to listen to
predator movement. They have eyes on its sides of the head which help them
to look in all directions to lookout for danger.

 Some of the animals living in these habitats are elephants, giraffes, lions .

Characteristics of Living Organisms

Living

1. They require food to grow and carry out life processes 

2.They grow in size

3.All living organisms breathe and respire(process of generating energy)

4.They Respond to stimuli(changes in environment)

5.They carry out reproduction(producing next generation) 

and excretion(elimination of waste from body)

6.Movement is shown by living organisms

TERRESTRIAL HABITAT:

4/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM



Plants and Animals that thrive on land said to live in terrestrial habitat.

E.g.: forests, deserts, mountain regions

AQUATIC HABITAT:

Plants and Animals that thrive in water said to live in aquatic habitat.

E.g.: rivers, lakes

The table shows some common organisms and their place to live

ORGANISM WHERE THEY LIVE

CAMELS DESERTS

YAK MOUNTAINS

CRABS SEA

ANTS VARIOUS LOCATIONS

CHAPTER-10

 Motion

MOTION AND MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCES

On contrary to the objects that remain stationary for example train, bus, 
animals, humans etc., they can move. When there is a change in the 
position of any object with respect to time, then an object is said to be in 
motion. For Example, if the position of bus changes with time, it is said that
the bus is in motion. Like the bus starts at 6 am and arrives at the Mumbai 
station at 11 am, the bus is in motion at that specific time.

 Types of motion

1 .Rectilinear motion-

It is related to when an object’s motion is in a straight line in a fixed
direction. For example, a bus moving in a straight line.

2 .Circular motions

When motion takes place along the curved path, it is called Circular Motion.

5/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM



3. Periodic motion

The motion which repeats itself after a fixed interval of time is called 
Circular Motion. For example, the ball bouncing in the air or earth in the
orbit around the sun.

4. rotational motions

When an object turns about a fixed axis is called Rotational Motion. For
example, the wheels of the car move in a rotational motion or earth 
rotating on are the axis.

Distance

Distance refers to the length of space between two points. For example, the
distance between Lucknow and Kanpur is 88 kms of length,

In ancient times, people used various ways to measure distance like

 the length of the foot

 the width of the finger
 the distance of the step

But these ways cannot be used as the standard units of measurement as they are
not accurate and varied. Thus, a uniform system of measurement is used the 
International System of Unit (SI Unit) which is accepted all over the world.

CHAPTER-11 

LIGHT,SHADOW AND REFLECTION

Light is a form of energy which helps us in seeing objects. When light falls on an 
object, some of the light gets reflected. The reflected light comes to our eyes and
we are able to see an object.
Sources of Light

luminous
A body which emits light by itself. It can be natural like sun or

artificial like electric bulb.

non- 

luminous
A body which does not emits light by itself.

6/CLASS VI/SCIENCE/SM



Transparent/Translucent/Opaque

transparent
If we are able to see clearly through an object, it is said to be

transparent like water, glass

Translucent
If we are able to see not clearly through an object, it is said to be

translucent like butter paper

opaque
If we cannot see through an object at all, it is an opaque object like

wood

Formation of shadows

When an opaque object is placed in path of light, a dark portion is formed on the
opposite side of object on the screen. This dark portion is shadow.
(1) The size of shadow depends on the distance of source of light and on the angle
at which the light rays fall on the object.
(2) If the source of light is closer to the object, a larger shadow is formed 

than when the source of light is far from the object.
(3) The shadow can be seen only on a screen. The ground, walls of the rooms, a
building, or other such surfaces act as a screen for the shadows you observe in
everyday life
(4) Shadows sometimes gives lot of information about the object.
(5) Shadows are in black in colour and this is not changed by the colour of the
opaque objects. So a red and yellow rose will have same black shadows.

A Pin-Hole Camera

How to prepare it
(1) Take two boxes so that one can slide into another with no gap in 
between them. Cut open one side of each box.
(2) On the opposite face of the larger box, make a small hole in the middle.
(3) In the smaller box, cut out from the middle a square with a side of about 5 to
6 cm.
(4) Cover this open square in the box with tracing paper (translucent screen).
(5) Slide the smaller box inside the larger one with the hole, in such a way 
that the side with the tracing paper is inside
Now it is ready to use
How to use it
(1) Hold the pin hole camera look through the open face of the smaller box. You
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should use a piece of black cloth to cover your head and the pinhole camera.
(2) Now focus on the object you want to capture in the camera.Make sure that
the objects you wish to look at through your pinhole camera are in bright sun 
shine.
(3) Move the smaller box forward or backward till you get a picture on 
the tracing paper pasted at the other end

Mirror

We all have seen the plane mirror. It is very commonly used in our life. We used 
that in the car, dressing room etc. Plane mirror are formed by layering molten 
aluminium or silver onto the back of a sheet of glass inside a vacuum

Reflection of Light
We see our face in the Mirror. This is possible through the phenomenon 
Reflection of light. Basically Light rays reflected from parts of our body fall on
mirror and are reflected back. When these reflected rays reach our eyes 
(reflected on our retina), we can see the image in the mirror.

So reflection of light is changing the direction of the light.
Image formation by Plane Mirror
The image formed is erect, same size and laterally inverted. It retains the same
colour as the object
Lateral Inversion
The right side of the object appears to be the left side of its image and vice-
versaHow the Images looks like pin-hole camera?
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Upside down (inverted) images are formed. Image in a pin hole camera is real ,
inverted and smaller in size.

CHAPTER-12 

ELECTRICITY AND CIRCUIT

A device which is used to generate an electric current through the series of 
chemical reactions is called the Electric cell. There are two types of Electric cells:

Dry type or Dry cell– It is the types of electricity-producing chemical cell, which 
do not have liquids in it. The batteries or cell used in the torchlight are examples
of dry cells.

Wet type or Wet cell – It is the original types of rechargeable batteries composed
of a liquid electrolyte. The car batteries are an example of wet cells.

An electric circuit is defined as the closed surface or a path through which the 
electric current flows. In an electric circuit, current flows from the positive 
terminal to the negative terminal. A simple electric circuitcomprises of the power
source, conductors, switch and load.

An electric switch is a device or a component that is used to break an electrical
circuit, either by interrupting the flow of current or by diverting the flow of 
current from one conductor to another.

Conductors and insulators are important materials in the field of electronics. They
are differentiated based on their ability to allow electric current to pass through 
them. All metals are good conductors of electricity and the non-metals including 
wood are insulators and bad conductors of electricity as do not allow electric 
current to pass through them.

CHAPTER-13 

FUN WITH MAGNETS
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Objects which attract magnetic materials like cobalt, iron, and nickel are called as
a magnet.

A magnet was discovered by an ancient Greek shepherd named Magnes. 
Therefore, this naturally occurring mineral – magnet was named by the discover’s
name. The magnets, obtained naturally from a Magnetite rock, are called as the 
natural magnets and those magnets prepared by the combination of certain 
mineral ores are called as the artificial magnets.

Magnetic Materials: Cobalt, iron, and nickel are some examples of Magnetic
Materials. These materials easily attract towards a magnet

Non-magnetic Materials: Aluminum, zinc, wood, and rubber are called the Non-
magnetic Materials, as these materials are not attracted towards the magnet 
even when they are brought closer to the magnets.

Types of Magnets

There are different types of magnets and are classified based on their shapes. The
different types of magnets include – bar magnet, dumb-bell shaped magnet, 
horseshoe magnet, cylindrical magnet, etc.

Magnetic compass

The magnetic compass is a simple device which has been used from the ancient 
times by the sailors and other travelers to find directions. A magnetic compass is 
composed of a small box with a glass top and a magnetic needle which moves and
indicates the directions.

CHAPTER-15 AIR AROUND US
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 Air is needed by all living things, we cannot see air but we can feel it.

 Air in motion is called wind.

 Air occupies space, air has weight and it is present in water and soil.

 Air is the mixture of gases like oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, 

water vapours and other gases.

 The presence of water vapour in air is important for the water cycle in
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nature.

 Our earth is surrounded by a thin layer of air, this layer extends 

upto many kilometers above the surface of earth and is called 

atmosphere.

 Oxygen supports burning and is an important gas that is necessary 

for living organisms.

 Major part of air is nitrogen

 The burning of fuel produces smoke, smoke contains few gases

and fine dust particles that is often harmful.

 Aquatic animals use dissolved air in water for respiration.

 Plants and animals depends on each other for exchange of 

oxygen and carbon dioxide from air.

CHAPTER-16

GARBAGE IN AND GARBAGE OUT

All the waste materials and other household waste produced on a daily

basis are termed as the garbage. The different wastes of garbage contain

peels of vegetable and fruits, leftovers cooked food products, waste paper,

and plastic materials, and many other waste items.

Proper disposal of garbage is necessary for maintaining cleanliness in our 
home and surroundings.

To maintain a clean and disease free environment. The government has 
come up with different methods of waste disposal.

 Before dumping all the wastes, they are segregated into two 
different groups.

 All dry wastes and non-biodegradable wastes including the 
newspapers, plastics, broken glass pieces, and other waste are 
separated.

 From the segregated wastes, the reusable wastes are sent to the 
recycling plants for the process of recycling.
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